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Flesh versus Spirit
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INTRODUCTION

The last two Sundays, we dealt with the sin in our lives - both hidden  and open .

Today we will look at what sin does, in hopes that it will further resolve us into fighting
against  it with all that we have in us.

We know that sins desire is for us, and that the wages of sin is death .

THE EFFECTS OF SIN

Romans 1:18-32

This is what happens to all who choose to deny their Lord , their Creator , their Master .

Romans 6:20-23

As we move forward, know that there is a clear delineation between the rewards of sin  and
the rewards of a Savior .

UNDERSTANDING THE POWER OF SIN

God gave the Law so that we would know what sin is and the power of sin, in hopes that it
would point us to a Savior , as no one can keep the Law.

Romans 7:7-12

No human alive could ever walk fully in obedience  to the Law, until Jesus Christ came.

James 2:10



DYING TO SIN

Romans 6:6-14

If we are alive to Christ , we are dead to sin .

Romans 7:14-24

Under no circumstance should anyone here leave today being able to justify  why they still
happen to have sin in their lives.

We may struggle  with sin, but we are not slaves  to sin.

Romans 7:25

Romans 8:1-11

COMMON SINS AND HOW TO DEFEAT THEM

With knowledge  comes responsibility , and so it never hurts to be aware of what sin is.

It will help us see how it comes , how it attacks , and how we need to fight  against it.

Mark 7:21-23

1 Corinthians 6:9-10

Galatians 5:19-21

2 Timothy 3:1-5

Revelation 21:8

1 Timothy 1:8-11

Romans 1:29-31

James 4:17

If you are overwhelmed with the amount  of sin that exists, and with the weight  of sin that
exists, take heart, for we have a Savior that has faced all temptations down - He never gave in
and He never sinned.
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CONCLUSION

We can see that each and every one of those things cause devastation  - not just for the
person who does them, but for the relationships that person has with others.

James 1:12-15

It is not enough to just deal with the outer  actions that come from inner  desires. Those inner
desires need to be called  out , confronted , and changed . And the way we do this is through
the Holy  Spirit .

Galatians 5:24-25

Walk each and every day by the Spirit. Allow Him to have control , to work through those hard
things.

Romans 8:12-18
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